Daily articles and features that bring the latest news events and issues into the classroom

What is The Day?
The Day is an online news service for schools. We write daily articles and features for every subject, which include discussion points, follow-up activities and further reading links for use in the classroom, in form time and in assembly. Our resources develop students’ critical thinking, improve their independent research skills and encourage them to become true global citizens.

Who is it for?
- **Librarians** receive our daily headlines email with new articles and features every day
- **Heads of department** use subject homepages and tags to find specific articles for their teachers
- **Curriculum coordinators** design modules using 5,000+ resources sorted by topic
- **Teachers** use articles with activities, discussion points and links to videos and further reading
- **Heads of year** design form time and assembly schemes with multimedia resources
- **Form tutors** use interactive activities and topical articles to engage students in form time
- **Students** use our archive for research projects and homework

How does The Day help educators?
- Connects the latest events from around the world to the curriculum
- Saves teachers’ time with classroom-ready resources
- Develops students’ critical thinking and independent research skills

Different ways to use The Day
- As a resource-bank of 5,000+ articles and features for the library
- As a starter, full lesson-plan, extension or homework
- For whole-school events and assemblies
- As a programme for form time
- For student projects and independent research

$500 USD first-year introductory offer!
- Unlimited whole-school access in school and from home
- $1 USD per pupil per year after first year (minimum $500 USD)
- Includes free subscription to The Day Explorer

Learn more at [titlewave.com/go/subscriptions](http://titlewave.com/go/subscriptions)  
info@follettlearning.com | 877.899.8550

"The Day’s simple user interface, professionally written articles, thoughtful links and other features ensure it continues to be popular at our school."

Mr Philip Williams, Librarian, Vientiane International School
Help young students to become true global citizens with articles and cartoons that connect the world to the classroom.

WHAT IS THE DAY EXPLORER?
The Day Explorer introduces younger students to the world around them using articles and a weekly cartoon strip. Theo and Thea Day, young journalists keen to explore the world, set out on “News Adventures” to write articles on the latest stories and global issues. Each weekly adventure includes a cartoon strip, an article with activities, and teacher notes with key discussion points for use in the classroom. The Day Explorer also includes a further range of articles and daily activities in the This Week section.

WHO IS IT FOR?
● Young students (ages 7-12), older students with special educational needs and students with English as a second language
● Teachers, who use our articles and News Adventures to cover a range of subject areas
● Other features and activities are used in assemblies and across the whole school

HOW DOES THE DAY EXPLORER HELP EDUCATORS?
● Develops students’ literacy, critical thinking skills and awareness of international issues, helping them to become true global citizens
● Provides teachers with contemporary, classroom-ready resources including activities, discussion points and teacher notes
● Delivers an archive of teaching resources sorted by subject and topic

WAYS TO USE THE DAY EXPLORER
● To introduce students to global issues such as climate change, space exploration, food waste and the football World Cup
● To get students thinking about the different questions, issues and perspectives for each story
● As a programme for non-fiction reading for students

$150 USD
FIRST-YEAR INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

● Unlimited whole-school access in school and from home
● $1.50 USD per pupil per year after first year (minimum $150 USD)
● Free with subscription to The Day

“The Day Explorer gives pupils the opportunity to make meaningful and relevant connections with the world they live in.”

Raj Mehta, Primary Learning Consultant

Learn more at titlewave.com/go/subscriptions
info@follettlearning.com | 877.899.8550
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